In the AIPS98 Planning Contest, the hsp planner showed that heuristic search planners can be competitive with state-of-the-art Graphplan and sat planners. Heuristic search planners like hsp transform planning problems into problems of heuristic search by automatically extracting heuristics from Strips encodings. They di er from specialized problem solvers such as those developed for the 24-Puzzle and Rubik's cube in that they use a general declarative language for stating problems and a general mechanism for extracting heuristics from these representations.
Introduction
The last few years have seen a number of promising new approaches in Planning. Most prominent among these are Graphplan BF97] and Satplan KS96] . Both work in stages by building suitable structures and then searching them for solutions. In Graphplan, the structure is a graph, while in Satplan, it is a set of clauses. Both planners have shown impressive performance and have attracted a good deal of attention. Recent implementations and signi cant extensions have been reported in KNHD97, LF99, KS99, ASW98].
In the recent AIPS98 Planning Competition McD00], three out of the four planners in the Strips track, ipp KNHD97] , stan LF99] , and blackbox KS99] , were based on these ideas. The fourth planner, hsp BG99] , was based on the ideas of heuristic search Nil80, Pea83] . In hsp, the search is assumed to be similar to the search in problems like the 8-Puzzle, the main di erence being in the heuristic: while in problems like the 8-Puzzle the heuristic is normally given (e.g., as the sum of Manhattan distances), in planning it has to be extracted automatically from the declarative representation of the problem. hsp thus appeals to a simple scheme for computing the heuristic from Strips encodings and uses the heuristic to guide the search for the goal.
The idea of extracting heuristics from declarative problem representations for guiding the search in planning has been advanced recently by Drew McDermott McD96, McD99] , and by Bonet, Loerincs and Ge ner BLG97]. 1 In this paper, we extend these ideas, test them over a large number of problems and domains, and introduce a family of planners that are competitive with some of the best current planners.
Planners based on the ideas of heuristic search are related to specialized solvers such as those developed for domains like the 24-puzzle KT96], Rubik's cube Kor98] , and Sokoban JS99] but di er from them mainly in the use of a general language for stating problems and a general mechanism for extracting heuristics. Heuristic search planners, like all planners, are general problem solvers in which the same code must be able to process problems from di erent domains NS63]. This generality comes normally at a price: as noted in JS99], the performance of the best current planners is still well behind the performance of specialized solvers. Closing this gap, however, is the main challenge in planning research where the ultimate goal is to have systems that combine exibility and e ciency: exibility for modeling a wide range of problems, and e ciency for obtaining good solutions fast. 2 In heuristic search planning, this challenge can only be met by the formulation, analysis, and evaluation of suitable domain-independent heuristics and optimizations. In this paper we aim to present the basic ideas and results we have obtained, and discuss more recent ideas that we nd promising. 3 More precisely, we will present a family of heuristic search planners based on a simple and general heuristic that assumes that action preconditions are independent. This heuristic is then used in the context of best-rst and hill-climbing search algorithms, and is tested over a large class of domains. We also consider variations and extensions, such as reversing the direction of the search for speeding node evaluation, and extracting information about propositional invariants for avoiding dead-ends. We compare the resulting planners with some of the best current planners and show that the simplest planner based on a pure best-rst search, yields the most solid performance over a large set of problems. We also discuss the strengths and limitations of this approach, establish a correspondence between heuristic search planning and Graphplan, and brie y survey recent ideas that can help reduce the performance gap between general heuristic-search planners and specialized solvers.
Our focus is on non-optimal sequential planning. This is contrast with the recent emphasis on optimal parallel planning following Graphplan and sat-based planners KS96]. Algorithms are evaluated in terms of the problems that they solve (given limited time and memory resources), and the quality of the solutions found (measured by the solution time and length). The use of heuristics for optimal sequential and parallel planning is considered in HG00] and is brie y discussed in Sect. 8.
In this paper we review and extend the ideas and results reported in BG99]. However, rather than focusing on the two speci c planners hsp and hspr, we consider and analyze a broader space of alternatives and perform a more exhaustive empirical evaluation. This more systematic study led us to revise some of the conjectures in BG99] and to understand better the strengths and limitations involved in the choice of the heuristics, the search algorithms, and the direction of the search.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We cover rst general state models (Sect. 2) and the state models underlying problems expressed in Strips (Sect. 3). We then present a domain-independent heuristic that can be obtained from Strips encodings (Sect. 4), and use this heuristic in the context of forward and backward state planners (Sect. 5 and 6). We then consider related work (Sect. 7), summarize the main ideas and results, and discuss current open problems (Sect. 8).
State Models
State spaces provide the basic action model for problems involving deterministic actions and complete information. A state space consists of a nite set of states S, a nite set of actions A, a state transition function f that describes how actions map one state into another, and a cost function c(a; s) > 0 that measures the cost of doing action a in state s NS72, Nil80] . A state space extended with a given initial state s 0 and a set S G of goal states will be called a state model. State models are thus the models underlying most of the problems considered in heuristic search Pea83] as well as the problems that fall into the scope of classical planning Nil80]. Formally, a state model is a tuple S = hS; s 0 ; S G ; A; f; ci where S is a nite and non-empty set of states s s 0 2 S is the initial state S G S is a non-empty set of goal states A(s) A denotes the actions applicable in each state s 2 S f(a; s) denotes a state transition function for all s 2 S and a 2 A(s), and c(a; s) stands for the cost of doing action a in state s. A solution of a state model is a sequence of actions a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a n that generates a state trajectory s 0 , s 1 = f(s 0 ), . . . , s n+1 = f(a n ; s n ) such that each action a i is applicable in s i and s n+1 is a goal state, i.e., a i 2 A(s i ) and s n+1 2 G. The solution is optimal when the total cost P n i=0 c(a i ; s i ) is minimized.
In problem solving, it is common to build state models adapted to the target domain by explicitly de ning the state space and explicitly coding the state transition function f(a; s) and the action applicability conditions A(s) in a suitable programming language. In planning, state models are de ned implicitly in a general declarative language that can easily accommodate representations of di erent problems. We consider next the state models underlying problems expressed in the Strips language FN71]. The (optimal) solutions of the problem P are the (optimal) solutions of the state model S P . A possible way to nd such solutions is by performing a search in such space. This approach, however, has not been popular in planning where approaches based on divide-and-conquer ideas and search in the space of plans have been more common Nil80, Wel94] . This situation however has changed in the last few years, after Graphplan BF97] and sat approaches KS96] achieved orders of magnitude speed ups over previous approaches. More recently, the idea of planning as state-space search has been advanced in McD96] and BLG97]. In both cases, the key ingredient is the heuristic used to guide the search that is extracted automatically from the problem representation. Here we follow the formulation in BLG97].
Heuristics
The heuristic function h for solving a problem P in BLG97] is obtained by considering a`relaxed' problem P 0 in which all delete lists are ignored. From any state s, the optimal cost h 0 (s) for solving the relaxed problem P 0 can be shown to be a lower bound on the optimal cost h (s) for solving the original problem P. As a result, the function h 0 (s) could be used as an admissible heuristic for solving the original problem P. However, solving the`relaxed' problem P 0 and obtaining the function h 0 are NP-hard problems. 5 We thus use an approximation and set h(s) to an estimate of the optimal value function h 0 (s) of the relaxed problem. In this approximation, we estimate the cost of achieving the goal atoms from s and then set h 0 (s) to a suitable combination of those estimates. The cost of individual atoms is computed by a procedure which is similar to the ones used for computing shortest paths in graphs AMO93]. Indeed, the initial state and the actions can be understood as de ning a graph in atom space in which for every action op there is a directed link from the preconditions of op to its positive e ects. The cost of achieving an atom p is then re ected in the length of the paths that lead to p from the initial state. This intuition is formalized below.
We will denote the cost of achieving an atom p from the state s as g s (p). The expression g s (P rec(op)) in both (1) and (2) stands for the estimated cost of the set of atoms given by the preconditions of action op. In planners such as hsp, the cost g s (C) of a set of atoms C is de ned in terms of the cost of the atoms in the set. As we will see below, this can be done in di erent ways. In any case, the resulting heuristic h(s) that estimates the cost of achieving the goal G from a state s is de ned as
The cost g s (C) of sets of atoms can be de ned as the weighted sum of costs of individual atoms, the minimum of the costs, the maximum of the costs, etc. We consider two ways. The rst is as the sum of the costs of the individual atoms in C: g
We call the heuristic that results from setting the costs g s (C) to g + s (C), the additive heuristic and denote it by h add . The heuristic h add assumes that subgoals are independent. This is not true in general as the achievement of some subgoals can make the achievement of the other subgoals more or less di cult. For this reason, the additive heuristic is not admissible (i.e., it may overestimate the true costs). Still, we will see that it is quite useful in planning. Second, an admissible heuristic can be de ned by combining the cost of atoms by the max operation as: g max s (C) = max r2C g s (r) (max costs)
We call the heuristic that results from setting the costs g s (C) to g max s (C), the max heuristic and denote it by h max . The max heuristic unlike the additive heuristic is admissible as the cost of achieving a set of atoms cannot be lower than the cost of achieving each of the atoms in the set. On the other hand, the max heuristic is often less informative. In fact, while the additive heuristic combines the costs of all subgoals, the max heuristic focuses only on the most di cult subgoals ignoring all others. In Sect. 7, however, we will see that a re ned version of the max heuristic is used in Graphplan.
5 Forward State Planning
HSP: A Hill Climbing Planner
The planner hsp BG99] that was entered into the AIPS98 Planning Contest, uses the additive heuristic h add to guide a hill-climbing search from the initial state to the goal. The hill-climbing search is very simple: at every step, one of the best children is selected for expansion and the same process is repeated until the goal is reached. Ties are broken randomly. The best children of a node are the ones that minimize the heuristic h add . Thus, in every step, the estimated atom costs g s (p) and the heuristic h(s) are computed for the states s that are generated. In hsp, the hill climbing search is extended in several ways; in particular, the number of consecutive plateau moves in which the value of the heuristic h add is not decremented is counted and the search is terminated and restarted when this number exceeds a given threshold. In addition, all states that have been generated are stored in a fast memory (a hash McD00] and in an article to appear in the AI Magazine.
HSP2: A Best-First Search Planner
The results above and a number of additional experiments suggest that hsp is competitive with the best current planners over many domains. However, hsp is not an optimal planner, and what's worse { considering that optimality has not been a traditional concern in planning { the search algorithm in hsp is not complete. In this section, we show that this last problem can be overcome by switching from hill-climbing to a best-rst search (bfs) Pea83]. Moreover, the resulting bfs planner is superior in performance to hsp, and it appears to be superior to some of the best planners over a large class of problems. By performance we mean: the number of problems solved, the time to get those solutions, and the length of those solutions measured by the number of actions.
We will refer to the planner that results from the use of the additive heuristic h add in a best-rst search from the initial state to the goal, as hsp2. This best-rst search keeps an Open and a Closed list of nodes as a Nil80, Pea83] but weights nodes by an evaluation function f(n) = g(n) + W h(n), where g(n) is the accumulated cost, h(n) is the estimated cost to the goal, and W 1 is a constant.
For W = 1, the algorithm is a and for W 6 = 1 it corresponds to the so-called wa algorithm Pea83].
Higher values of W usually lead to the goal faster but with solutions of lower quality Kor93]. Indeed, if the heuristic is admissible, the solutions found by wa are guaranteed not to exceed the optimal costs by more than a factor of W. hsp2 uses the wa algorithm with the non-admissible heuristic h add which is evaluated from scratch in every new state generated. The value of the parameter W is xed at 5, even though values in the range 2; 10] do not make a signi cant di erence.
Experiments
In the experiments below, we assess the performance of the two heuristic search planners, hsp and hsp2, in comparison with two state-of-the-art planners, stan 3.0 LF99], and blackbox 3.6 KS99]. hsp and hsp2 both perform a forward state-space search guided by the additive heuristic h add . The rst performs an extended hill-climbing search and the later performs a best-rst search with an evaluation function in which the heuristic is multiplied by the constant W = 5. stan and blackbox are both based on Graphplan BF97], but the latter maps the plan graph into a set of clauses that are checked for satis ability. The version of hsp used in the experiments, hsp 1.2, improves the version used in the AIPS98 Contest and the one used in BG99].
For each planner and each planning problem we evaluate whether the planner solves the problem, and if so, the time taken by the planner and the number of actions in the solution. stan and blackbox are optimal parallel planners that minimize the number of time steps but not necessarily the number of actions. Both planners were run with their default options.
The experiments were performed on an Ultra-5 with 128Mb RAM and 2Mb of Cache running Solaris 7 at 333Mhz. The exception are the results for blackbox on the Logistics problems that were taken from the blackbox distribution as the default options produced much poorer results.
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The domains considered are: Blocks, Logistics, Gripper, 8-Puzzle, Hanoi, and Tire-World. They constitute a representative sample of di cult but solvable instances for current planners. Five of the 10 block-world instances are of our own BG99], the rest of the problems are taken from others as noted. A planner is said not to solve a problem when it either runs out of memory or runs out of time (10 mins). Failure to nd solutions due either to memory or time constraints are displayed as plans with length ?1.
All the planners are implemented in C and accept problems in the pddl language (the standard language used in the AIPS98 Contest; McD98]). Moreover, the planners in the hsp family convert every problem instance in pddl into a program in C. Generating, compiling, linking, and loading such program takes in the order of 2 seconds. This time is roughly constant for all instances and domains, and is not included in the gures below.
Blocks-World
The rst experiments deal with the blocks world. The blocks world is challenging for domain-independent planners due to the interactions among subgoals and the size of the state space. The ten instances considered involve from 7 to 19 blocks. Five of these instances are taken from the blackbox distribution and ve are from BG99]. The results for this domain are shown in Fig. 1 that displays for each planner the length of the solutions on the left, and the time to get those solutions on the right.
The lengths produced by stan and blackbox are not necessarily optimal in this domain as there is some parallelism (e.g., moving blocks among disjoint pairs of towers). This is the reason the lengths they report do not always coincide. In any case, the solutions reported by the four planners are roughly equivalent over instances 1{5, with stan and hsp producing slightly longer solutions for instances 4 and 5. Over the more di cult instances 6{10, the situation changes and only hsp and hsp2 report solutions, with the plans found by hsp2 being shorter. Regarding solution times, the times for hsp and hsp2 are roughly even, and slightly shorter than those for stan and blackbox over the rst ve instances. Over the last ve instances stan and blackbox run out of memory.
Logistics
The second set of experiments deals with the logistics domain, a domain that involves the transportation of packages by either trucks or airplanes. Trucks can move among locations in the same city, and airplanes 7 Those results were obtained on a SPARC Ultra 2 with a 296MHz clock and 256M of RAM BK00]. can move between airports in one city to airports in another city. Packages can be loaded and unloaded in trucks and airplanes, and the task is to transport them from their original locations to some target locations. This is a highly parallel domain, where many operations can be done in parallel. As a result, plans involve many actions but the number of time steps is usually much smaller. The domain is from Kautz and Selman from an earlier version due to Manuela Veloso. The 30 instances we consider are from the blackbox distribution.
The results for this domain are shown in Fig. 2 ; instances 1{15 at the top and instances 16{30 at the bottom. As before, the number of actions in the plans are reported on the left, times are reported on the right, and failures to nd a plan are reported with length ?1. Both hsp2 and blackbox solve all 30 instances, hsp2 being roughly two orders of magnitude faster. stan and hsp, on the other, fail on 13 and 10 instances respectively. Interestingly, the times reported by stan on the instances it solves tend to be close to those reported by hsp2. On the other instances stan runs out of memory (instances 3,16,17,20,22,28) or time (instances 2,6,7,8,9,15,21).
Gripper
The third set of experiments deals with the Gripper domain used in the AIPS98 Planning Contest and due to J. Koehler. This is a domain that concerns a robot with two grippers that must transport a set of balls from one room to another. It is very simple for humans to solve but in the Planning Contest proved di cult to most of the planners. Indeed, the domain is not challenging for specialized solvers, but is challenging for certain types of domain-independent planners.
The results over 10 Gripper instances from the AIPS98 Contest are shown in Fig. 3 . The planners hsp and hsp2 have no di culties and compute plans with similar lengths. On the other hand, blackbox solves the rst two instances only, and stan the rst four instances. As shown on the left, the time required by both planners grows exponentially and they run out of time over the larger instances. On the other hand, hsp and hsp2 scale up smoothly with hsp2 being slightly faster than hsp.
One of the reasons for the failure of both stan and blackbox in Gripper is that the heuristic implicitly represented by the plan graph is a very poor estimator in this domain. As a result, Graphplanbased planners, such as stan and blackbox that perform a form of ida search must do many iterations before nding a solution. Actually, the same exponential growth in Gripper occurs also in hsp planners when the heuristic h max is used in place of the additive heuristic. As before, the problem is that the h max heuristic is almost useless in this domain where subgoals are mostly independent. The heuristic implicit in the plan graph is a re nement of the h max heuristic; the relation between Graphplan and heuristic search planning will be analyzed further in Sect. 7.
Puzzle
The next problems are four instances of the familiar 8-Puzzle and two instances from the larger 15-Puzzle. Three of the four 8-Puzzle instances are hard as their optimal solutions involves 31 steps, the maximum plan length in such domain. The 15-Puzzle instances are of medium di culty. As shown in Fig. 4 , hsp and stan solve the rst four instances, and hsp2 solves the rst ve. The solutions computed by stan are optimal in this domain which is purely serial. The solutions computed by hsp and hsp2, on the other hand, are poorer, and are often twice as long. On the other hand, as shown on the left part of the gure, hsp2 is two orders of magnitude faster than stan over the di cult 8-Puzzle instances (2{4) and can also solve instance 5. The times for hsp are worse and does not solve instance 5. blackbox does not solve any of the instances.
Hanoi Fig. 5 shows the results for Hanoi. Instance i has i + 2 disks, thus problems range from 3 disks up to 8 disks. Over all these problems hsp2 and stan generate plans of the same quality, hsp2 being slightly faster than stan. hsp also solves all instances but the solutions are longer. blackbox solves the rst two instances.
Tire-World
The Tire-World domain is due to S. Russell and involves operations for xing at tires: opening and closing the trunk of a car, fetching and putting away tools, loosening and tightening nuts, etc. Fig. 6 shows the results. Here both stan and blackbox solve all three instances producing optimal plans. hsp and hsp2 also solve these instances but in some cases they produce inferior solutions. On the time scale, hsp2 is slightly faster than stan, and both are faster than blackbox in one case by two orders of magnitude. As before, hsp is slower than hsp2 and produces longer solutions. The experiments above, based on a representative sample of problems, show that the two forward heuristic search planners hsp and hsp2 are capable of solving the problems solved by two state-of-theart planners. In addition, in some domains, hsp and in particular hsp2 solve problems that the other planners with their default settings do not currently solve. The planner hsp2, based on a standard best rst search, tends to be faster and more robust than the hill-climbing hsp planner. Thus, the arguments in BG99] in support of a hill-climbing strategy based on the slow node generation rate that results from the computation of the heuristic in every state do not appear to hold in general. Indeed, the combination of the additive heuristic h add and the multiplying constant W > 1 often drive the best-rst planner to the goal with as few node evaluations as the hill-climbing planner, already providing the necessary`greedy' bias. An a search with an admissible and consistent heuristic, on the other hand, is bound to expand all nodes n whose cost f(n) is below the optimal cost. This however does no apply to the wa strategy used in hsp2.
In the experiments the W parameter in hsp2 was set to the constant value 5. Yet hsp2 is not particularly sensitive to the exact value of this constant. Indeed, in most of the domains, values in the interval 2; 10] produce similar results. This is likely due to the fact that the heuristic h add is not admissible and by itself tends to overestimate the true costs without the need of a multiplying factor.
On the other hand, in some domains like Logistics and Gripper, the value W = 1 does not lead to solutions. This is precisely because in these domains that involve subgoals that are mostly independent, the additive heuristic is not`su ciently' overestimating. Finally, in problems like the sliding tile puzzles, values of W closer to 1 produce better solutions in more time, in correspondence with the normal pattern observed in cases in which the heuristic is admissible Kor93]. Indeed, the two right most curves show an exponential growth in time and the number of generated nodes. In Logistics, hsp2 with W = 1 also fails to solve most of the instances. As noted above, these are two domains where subgoals are mostly independent and where the additive heuristic is not su ciently overestimating and hence fails to provide the`greedy bias' necessary to nd the solutions. Indeed, the state space in Logistics is very large, while in Gripper it's the branching factor that is large due to the (undetected) symmetries in the problem.
The bottom set of curves in Fig. 7 correspond to the Puzzle domain. In this domain, hsp2 with W = 1 and W = 2 produce better solutions and in some cases take more time. This probably happens in Puzzle because, as in Gripper and Logistics, there is a degree of decomposability in the domain (that's why the sum of the Manhattan distance works), that makes the additive heuristic behave as an admissible heuristic in wa . Unlike Gripper and Logistic, however the branching factor of the problem and the size of the state space allow the resulting bfs algorithm to solve the instances even with W = 1. Actually, with W = 1 and W = 2, hsp2 solves the sixth instance of Puzzle which is not solved with W = 5.
6 HSPr: Heuristic Regression Planning A main bottleneck in both hsp and hsp2 is the computation of the heuristic from scratch in every new state.
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This takes more than 80% of the total time in both planners and makes the node generation rate very low. Indeed, in a problem like the 15-Puzzle, both planners generate less than a thousand nodes per second, while a specialized solver such as KT96] generates several hundred thousand nodes per second for the more complex 24-puzzle. The reason for the low node generation rate is the computation of the heuristic in which the estimated costs g s (p) for all atoms p are computed from scratch in every new state s.
In BG99], we noted that this problem could by solved by performing the search backward from the goal rather than forward from the initial state. In that case, the estimated costs g s0 (p) derived for all atoms from the initial state could be used without recomputation for de ning the heuristic of any state s arising in the backward search. Indeed, the estimated distance from s to s 0 is equal to the distance from s 0 to s, and this distance can be estimated simply as the sum (or max) of the costs g s0 (p) for the atoms p in s. This trick for simplifying the computation of the heuristic and speeding up node generation results from computing the estimated atom costs from a state s 0 which then becomes the target of the search. An alternative is to estimate the atom costs from the goal and then perform a forward search toward the goal. This is actually the idea in RV99]. The problem with this latter scheme is that the goal in planning is not a state but a set of states; namely, the states where the goal atoms hold. And computing the heuristic from a set of states in a principled manner is bound to be more di cult than computing the heuristic from a given state (thus the need to`complete' the goal description in RV99]).
We thus present below a scheme for performing planning as heuristic search that avoids the recomputation of the atom costs in every new state by computing these costs once from the initial state s 0 .
These costs are then used without recomputation to de ne an heuristic that is used to guide a regression search from the goal. The bene t of the search scheme is that node generation will be 6-7 times faster. This will show in the solution of some of the problems considered above such as Logistics and Gripper. However, as we will also see, in many problems the new search scheme does not help, and in several cases, it actually hurts. We discuss such issues below.
Regression State Space
We refer to the planner that searches backward from the goal rather than forward from the initial state as hspr. Backward search is an old idea in planning that is known as regression search Nil80, Wel94]. In regression search, the states can be thought as sets of subgoals; i.e., the`application' of an action in a goal yields a situation in which the execution of the action achieves the goal. Moreover, while a set of atoms fp; q; rg in the forward search represents the unique state in which the atoms p, q, and r are true and all other atoms are false, the same set of atoms in the regression search represents the collection of states in which the atoms p, q, and r are true. In particular, the set of goals atoms G, which determines the root node of the regression search, stands for the collection of goal states, that is, the states s such that G s.
For making precise the nature of the backward search, we will thus de ne explicitly the state space being searched. We will call it the regression space and de ne it in analogy to the progression space S P de ned by S1{S5 above. We use di erent fonts for referring to states s in the progression space S P and states s in the regression space R P . While they are both represented by sets of atoms, they have a di erent meaning. As we said above, the state s = fp; q; rg in the regression space stands for the set of states s, fp; q; rg s in the progression space. For this reason, forward and backward search in planning are not symmetric, unlike forward and backward search in problems like the 15-Puzzle or Rubik's Cube.
Heuristic
The planner hspr searches the regression space R1{R5 using an heuristic based on the additive cost estimates g s (p) described in Sect 4. These estimates are computed only once from the initial state s 0 2 S. The develop a simple mechanism for detecting some pairs of atoms fp; qg such that any state containing those pairs can be proven to be unreachable from the initial state, and thus can be given an in nite heuristic value and pruned. The idea is adapted from a similar idea used in Graphplan BF97] and thus we call such pairs of unreachable atoms mutually exclusive pairs or mutex pairs. As in Graphplan, the de nition below is not guaranteed to identify all mutex pairs, and furthermore, it says nothing about larger sets of atoms that are not achievable from s 0 but whose proper subsets are.
A tentative de nition is to identify a pair of atoms R as a mutex when R is not true in the initial state s 0 and every action that asserts an atom in R deletes the other. This de nition is sound (it only recognizes pairs of atoms that are not achievable jointly) but is too weak. In particular, it does not recognize a set of atoms like fon(a; b); on(a; c)g as a mutex, since actions like move(a; d; b) add the rst atom but do not delete the second.
We thus use a di erent de nition in which a pair of atoms R is recognized as mutex when the actions that add one of the atoms in R and do not delete the other atom, can guarantee through their preconditions that such atom will not be true after the action. To formalize this, we consider sets of mutexes rather that individual pairs.
De nition 1 A set M of atom pairs is a mutex set given a set of operators O and an initial state s 0 i for all atoms pairs R = fp; qg in M It is simple to verify that if a pair of atoms R belongs to a mutex set, then the atoms in R are really mutually exclusive, i.e., not achievable from the initial state given the available operators. Also if M 1 and M 2 are two mutex sets, M 1 M 2 will be a mutex set as well, and hence according to this de nition, there is a single largest mutex set. Rather than computing this set, however, that is di cult, we compute an approximation as follows.
We say that a pair R 0 is a`bad pair' in M when R 0 does not comply with one of the conditions 1{2 above. The procedure for constructing a mutex set starts with a set of pairs M := M 0 and iteratively removes all bad pairs from M until no bad pair remains. The initial set M 0 of`potential' mutexes can be chosen in a number of ways. In all cases, the result of this procedure is a mutex set M such that M M 0 . One possibility is to set M 0 to the set of all pairs of atoms. In BG99], to avoid the overhead involved in dealing with the N 2 =2 pairs of atoms and many useless mutexes, we chose a smaller set M 0 of potential mutexes that turns out to be adequate for many domains. Such set M 0 was de ned as the union of the sets M A and M B where M A is the set of pairs P = fp; qg such that some action adds p and deletes q, M B is the set of pairs P = fr; qg such that for some pair P 0 = fp; qg in M A and some action a, r 2 Prec(a) and p 2 Add(a)
The structure of this de nition mirrors the structure of the de nition of mutex sets.
A mutex in hspr refers to a pair in the set M obtained from the set M 0 = M A +M B by sequentially removing all`bad' pairs. Like the analogous de nition in Graphplan, the set M does not capture all actual mutexes, yet it can be computed fast, and in many of the domains we have considered appears to prune the obvious unreachable states. A di erence with Graphplan is that this de nition identi es structural mutexes while Graphplan identi es time-dependent mutexes. These two sets overlap, but each contains pairs the other does not. They are used in di erent ways in Graphplan and hspr. For example, in the complete TSP domain LF99], pairs like hat(city 1 ); at(city 2 )i would be recognized as a mutex by this de nition but not by Graphplan, as the actions of going to di erent cities are not mutually exclusive for Graphplan. 
Algorithm
The planner hspr uses the additive heuristic h add and the mutex set M to guide a regression search from the goal. The additive heuristic is obtained from the estimated costs g s0 (p) computed once for all atoms p from the initial state s 0 . The mutex set M is used to`patch' the heuristic: states s arising in the search that contain a pair in M get an in nite cost and are pruned. The algorithm used for searching the regression space is the same as the ones used in hsp2: a wa algorithm with the constant W set to 5. Here we depart from the description of hspr in BG99] where the wa algorithm was given a`greedy' bias. As above, we stick to a pure bfs algorithm. The set of experiments below cover more domains than those in BG99] and will help us to assess better the strengths and limitations of regression heuristic planning in relation to forward heuristic planning.
Experiments
In the experiments, we compare the regression planner hspr with the forward planner hsp2. Both are based on a wa search and both use the same additive heuristic (in the case of hspr, patched with the mutex information). hspr avoids the recomputation of the atom costs in every state, and thus computes the heuristic faster and can explore more nodes in the same time. As we will see, this helps in some domains. However, in other domains, hspr is not more powerful than hsp2, and in some domains hspr is actually weaker. This is due to two reasons: rst, the additional information obtained by the recomputation of the atom costs in every state sometimes pays o , and second, the regression search often generates spurious states that are not recognized as such by the mutex mechanism and cause a lot of useless search. These problems are not signi cant in the two domains considered in BG99] but are signi cant in other domains.
Logistics Fig. 8 shows the results of the two planners hspr and hsp2 over the Logistics instances 16{30. The curves show the length of the solutions (left), the time required to nd the solutions (center), and the number of generated nodes (right). It is interesting to see that hspr generates more nodes than hsp2 and yet it takes roughly four times less time than hsp2 to solve the problems. This follows from the faster evaluation of the heuristic. On the other hand, the plans found by hspr are often longer than those found by hsp2. Similar results obtain for the logistics instances that are not shown in the gure. 
Gripper
As shown in Fig. 9 , a similar pattern arises in Gripper. Here hspr generates slightly less nodes than hsp2, but since it generates nodes faster, the time gap between the two planner gets larger as the size of the problems grows. In this case, the solutions found by hspr are uniformly better than the solutions found by hsp2, and this di erence grows with the size of the problems.
hspr is also stronger than hsp2 in Puzzle where, unlike hsp2 (with W = 5) solves the last instance in the set (a 15-Puzzle instance). However, for the other three domains hspr does not improve on hsp2, and indeed, in two of these domains (Hanoi and Tire-World) it does signi catively worse.
Hanoi and Tire-World
The results for Hanoi are shown in Fig. 10 . hspr solves the rst three instances (up to 5 disks), but it does not solve the other three. Indeed, as it can be seen, in the rst three instances the time to nd the solutions and the number of nodes generated grow much faster in hspr than in hsp2. The same situation arises in the Tire-World where hsp2 solves all three instances and hspr solves only the rst one. The problems, as we mentioned above, are two: spurious states generated in the regression search that are not detected by the mutex mechanisms, and the lack of the`feedback' provided by the recomputation of the atom costs in every state. Indeed, errors in the estimated costs of atoms in hsp2 can be corrected when they are recomputed; in hspr, on the other hand, they are never recomputed. So the recomputation of these costs has two e ects, one that is bad (time overhead) and one that is good (additional information). In domains where subgoals interact in complex ways, the idea of a forward search in which atom costs are recomputed in every state as implemented in hsp2 will probably make sense; on the other hand, in domains where the additive heuristic is adequate, the backward search with no recomputations as implemented in hspr can be more e cient.
The results for the hspr and hsp2 planners in the Tire-World show the same pattern as Hanoi. Indeed, hspr solves just the rst instance, while hsp2 solves the three instances. As we show below, however, part of the problem in this domain has to do with the spurious states generated in the regression search.
Improved Mutex Computation
The procedure used in hspr to identify mutexes starts with a set M 0 of potential mutexes and then removes the`bad' pairs from M 0 until no`bad' pair remains. A problem we have detected with the de nition in BG99], which we have used here, is that the set of potential mutexes M 0 sometimes is not large enough and hence useful mutexes are lost. Indeed, we performed experiments in which M 0 is set to the collection of all atom pairs, and the same procedure is applied to this set until no`bad' pairs remains. In most of the domains, this change didn't yield a di erent behavior. However, there were two exceptions. While hspr solved only the rst instance of the Tire-World, hspr using the extended set of potential mutexes solved the three instances. This shows that in this case hspr was a ected by the problem of spurious states. On the other hand, in problems like logistics, the new set M 0 leads to a much larger set of mutexes M that are not as useful and yet have to be checked in all the states generated. This slows down node generation with no compensating gain thus making hspr several times slower. The corresponding curves are shown in Fig. 11 , where`mutex-1' and`mutex-2' correspond to the original and extended de nition of the set M 0 of potential mutexes. Since, the bene ts appear to be more important than the loses, the extended de nition seems worthwhile and we will make it the default option in the next version of hspr. However, since for the reasons above, the new mechanism is not complete either, the problem caused by the presence of spurious states in regression planning remains open.
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6.7 Additional Issues in Heuristic Regression Planning Additive vs. Max Heuristic. While we de ned two heuristics, the additive heuristic h add and the max heuristic h max , we have used only the additive heuristic. The intuition underlying this choice is that the additive heuristic is more informed as it takes into account all subgoals, while the max heuristic only focuses on the subgoals that are perceived as most costly. In order to test this intuition we ran hspr over all the domains with the additive heuristic and the max heuristic. In problems that involve many independent subgoals such as Gripper and Logistics, the max heuristic is almost useless and very few instances are solved. On the other hand, in problem that involve more complex interactions among goals such as Hanoi and Tire-World, the heuristic h max does slightly better than h add , and indeed, in Tire-World it solves the second instance that h add does not solve (within hspr). Finally in Blocks World and Puzzle where there is a certain degree of decomposability, the h max heuristic is worse than the h add heuristic but still manages to solve roughly the same set of instances taking more time. In summary, the additive heuristic yields a better behavior in hspr than the max heuristic, but this does not mean that the max heuristic is useless. The heuristic used implicitly in Graphplan is as a re nement of the h max heuristic, as is the family of higher-order heuristic formulated in HG00]. We uses the same wa algorithm but with the following variation: when some of the children of the last expanded node improve the heuristic value of the parent, the best such child is selected for expansion even if such node is not a least cost node in the Open list. The idea is to provide an additional greedy bias in the search. This modi cation helps in some instances and in general does not appear to hurt, yet the boost in performance across a large set of domains is small. For this reason, we have dropped this feature from hspr which is now a pure bfs regression planner.
Branching Factor. A common argument for performing regression search rather than forward search in planning has been based on considerations related to the branching factors of the two spaces Nil80, Wel94]. We have measured the forward and backward branching factor in all the domains and found that they vary a lot from instance to instance. For example, the forward branching factor in the Blocks World instances ranges from 16:83 to 84:62, while the backward branching factor ranges from 4:73 to 12:15. In Logistics, the forward branching factor ranges from 7:89 to 37:91, while the backward factor ranges from 9:68 to 25:80. In problems like Puzzle and Hanoi, the average branching factors are roughly constant over the di erent instances, and are similar in both directions.
We have found, however, that the performance of the two planners, hsp2 and hspr, on the same problem is not in direct correspondence with the size of the forward and backward branching factors. For example, while for each blocks-world instance the average branching factor in hspr is less than half the one in hsp2, and moreover the rst planner generates nodes 6-7 times faster on average than the second, hspr is not better than hsp2 in blocks world. On the other hand, in logistics, where the average branching factor in hsp2 is often smaller than the one in hspr, hspr does better. Thus while considerations related to the branching factor of the forward and backward spaces are relevant to the performance of planners, they are not the only or most important consideration. As we mentioned, two considerations that are relevant for explaining the performance of hspr in relation to hsp2 are the quality of the heuristic (which in hsp2 is recomputed in every state), and the presence of spurious states in the regression search (that do not arise in the forward search). This last problem, however, could be solved by the formulation of better planning heuristics in which the cost of a set of atoms is not de ned in terms of the costs of the individual atoms in the set as in the h add and h max heuristics. Such heuristics are considered in HG00] and are brie y discussed below.
7 Related Work
Heuristic Search Planning
The idea of extracting heuristics from declarative problem representations in planning has been proposed recently by McDermott McD96] and by Bonet, Loerincs, and Ge ner BLG97]. In BLG97], the heuristic is used to guide a real-time planner based on the lrta algorithm Kor90], while in McD96], the heuristic is used to guide a limited discrepancy search HG95]. The heuristics in both cases are similar, even though the formulation and the algorithms used for computing them are di erent. The performance of McDermott's unpop, however, does not appear to be competitive with the type of planners discussed in this paper. This may be due to the fact that it is written in Lisp and deals with variables and matching operations at run-time. Most current planners, including those reported in this paper, are written in C and deal with grounded operators only. On the other hand, while most of these planners are restricted to small variations of the Strips language, unpop deals with the more expressive adl Ped89].
The idea of performing a regression search from the goal for avoiding the recomputation of the atom costs was presented in BG99] where the hspr planner was introduced. The version of hspr considered here, unlike the version reported in BG99], is based on a pure bfs algorithm. Likewise, the pure bfs forward planner that we have called hsp2, hasn't been discussed elsewhere. hsp2 is the simplest, and as the experiments have illustrated, it is also the most solid planner in the hsp family.
Two advantages of forward planners over regression planners is that the former do not generate spurious states and they often bene t from the additional information obtained by the recomputation of the atom costs in every state. Mutex mechanisms such as those used by hspr and Graphplan can prune some of spurious states in some problems, but they cannot be complete.
The idea of combining a forward propagation from s 0 to compute all atom costs and a backward search from the goal for avoiding the recomputation of these costs appears in reverse form in RV99]. Refanidis and Vlahavas compute cost estimates by a backward propagation from the goal and then use those estimates to perform a forward state-space search from the initial state. In addition, they compute the heuristic in a di erent way so they get more accurate estimates.
Derivation of Heuristics
The non-admissible heuristic h add used in hsp is derived as an approximation of the optimal cost function of a relaxed problem where deletes lists are ignored. This formulation has two obvious problems. First, the approximation is not very good as it ignores the positive interactions among subgoals that can make one goal simpler after a second one has been achieved (this results in the heuristic being non-admissible). Second, the relaxation is not good as it ignores the negative interactions among subgoals that are lost when delete lists are discarded. These two problems are addressed in the heuristic proposed by Refanidis and Vlahavas RV99] but their heuristic is still non-admissible and does not have clear justi cation.
A di erent approach for addressing these limitations has been reported recently in HG00]. While the idea of the h max heuristic presented in Sect. 4 is to approximate the cost of a set of atoms by the cost of the most costly atom in the set, the idea in HG00] is to approximate the cost of a set of atoms by the cost of the the most costly atom pair in the set. The resulting heuristic, called h 2 is admissible and more informative than the h max heuristic, and can be computed reasonably fast. Indeed, in HG00] the h 2 heuristic is used in the context of an ida search to compute optimal plans. Higher order heuristics h m in which the cost of sets of atoms is approximated by the most costly subset of size m are also discused.
Such higher-order heuristics may prove useful in problems in which subgoals interact in complex ways. The derivation of admissible heuristics by the consideration of relaxed models has a long history in AI. Indeed, the Manhattan distance heuristic in sliding tile puzzles is normally explained in terms of the solution of a relaxed problem in which tiles can move to any neighboring position Pea83]. A similar relaxation is used to explain the Minimum Spanning Tree heuristic used for solving the Traveling Salesman Problem. Moreover, in Pea83], these relaxations are shown to follow from simpli cations in suitable Strips encodings, and in particular the Manhattan heuristic is derived by ignoring some action preconditions.
The idea of deriving heuristics from suitable relaxations is a powerful idea. However, it is often too general to provide practical guidance in the formulation of concrete heuristics for speci c problems. Indeed, the idea of dropping action preconditions from Strips encodings is guaranteed to lead to admissible heuristics but computing such heuristics can be as hard as solving the original problem. Indeed, unless we remove all preconditions the class of`relaxed' planning problems is still intractable. In this paper, we have used a di erent relaxation in which delete lists are removed. While, the resulting problem is still intractable, its optimal cost can be approximated by the methods discussed in Sect. 4. It'd be interesting to see if useful heuristics for planning could be obtained by polynomial approximations that simplify the preconditions rather than the action delete lists. The scheme for deriving admissible heuristics from HG00] can actually be seen from this perspective.
The automatic derivations of useful admissible heuristics has also been tackled by Prieditis Pri93]. Prieditis' scheme is based on a set of transformations that generate a large space of relaxations given problems expressed in a version of Strips. This space is then searched for relaxations that produce heuristics that speed up the search in the original problem. He shows that a number of interesting heuristics can be identi ed in this way. Our work departs from this in that we stick to one particular type of relaxation for all problems. However, an scheme like Prieditis' could be used as an o -line learning component of heuristic search planners that could tune the type of heuristic for the given domain.
A more recent scheme for deriving heuristics is based on the notion of pattern databases developed by Culberson and Schae er CS98] and used by Korf for nding optimal solutions to Rubik's Cube Kor98]. In a problem like the 15-Puzzle, a pattern database can be understood as a table that contains the optimal costs associated with a relaxed (abstracted) state model in which the location of a certain set of tiles are ignored. Since the relaxed state model can have a much smaller size than the original state model, it can be solved optimally by blind search (e.g., breadth-rst search). Then the heuristic h(s) of a state s can be obtained by taking the distance from the projection of s to the projection of the goal G in the relaxed state model. If there are several pattern databases, the maximum of these distances is taken instead. The idea of pattern databases is powerful but is not completely general. Indeed, the size of the relaxed state model that arises in planning problems when the values of certain state-variables are ignored, is not necessarily smaller than the size of the original problem ( HH99] mentions the case of the blocks world). However, the idea applies very well to permutation problems such as sliding tile puzzles and Rubik's cube, and may have application in many planning domains.
Korf and Taylor KT96] also sketch a theory of heuristics that may have application in domainindependent planning. In the sliding tile puzzles, their idea is to solve a number of`relaxed' problems in which we only care about disjoint subsets of tiles and in each case we only count the moves of the tiles selected. Then the addition of such counts provides an admissible heuristic for the original problem. As in the case of pattern databases, each of the relaxed problems involves a smaller state model that can be solved by brute force methods. Also as for pattern databases, the approach seems applicable to permutation problems but not to arbitrary planning problems. In particular, it's not clear how to apply these ideas to a problem like blocks world.
Heuristic Regression Planning and Graphplan
The operation of the regression planner hspr consists of two phases. In the rst, a forward propagation is used to estimate the costs of all atoms from the initial state s 0 , and in the second, a regression search is performed using those measures. These two phases are in correspondence with the two operation phases in Graphplan BF97] where a plan graph is built forward in a rst phase, and is searched backward for plans in the second. The two planners are also related in the use of mutexes, and idea that hspr borrows from Graphplan. For the rest, hspr and Graphplan look quite di erent. However, Graphplan can also be understood as an heuristic search planner with a precise heuristic function and search algorithm. From this point of view, the main innovation in Graphplan is the implementation of the search that takes advantage of the plan graph and is quite e cient, and the derivation of the heuristic that makes use of the mutex information. More precisely, from the perspective of heuristic search planning, the main features of Graphplan can be understood as follows:
1. Plan Graph: The plan graph encodes an admissible heuristic h G where h G (s) = j i j is the index of the rst level in the graph that includes s without a mutex and in which s is not memoized (memoizations are updates on the heuristic function; see 4). The heuristic h G is a re ned version of the h max heuristic discussed in Sect. 4, and is closely related to the family of admissible heuristics formulated in HG00]. 11 2. Mutex: Mutexes are used to prune states in the regression search (as in hspr) and to re ne the heuristic h max . In particular, the cost of a set of atoms C is no longer given by the cost of the most costly atom in the set when in the rst layer that contains C, C occurs with a mutex.
3. Algorithm: The search algorithm is a version of Iterative Deepening a (ida ) Kor85] , where the sum of the accumulated cost g(n) and the estimated cost h G (n) is used to prune nodes n whose cost exceed the current threshold. Actually Graphplan never generates such nodes. The algorithm takes advantage of the information stored in the plan graph and converts the search in a`solution extraction' procedure. 4. Memoization: Memoizations are updates on the heuristic function h G (see 1). The resulting algorithm is a memory-extended version of ida that closely corresponds to the mrec algorithm SB89]. In mrec, the heuristic of a node n is updated and stored in a hash-table after the search below the children of n completes without a solution (given the current threshold).
5. Parallelism: Graphplan, unlike hspr, searches a parallel regression space. While the branching factor in this search can be very high, Graphplan makes smart use of the information in the graph to generate only the children that are`relevant' and whose cost does not exceed the current threshold. The branching rule used in Graphplan is made explicit in HG00].
In HG00] Graphplan is compared with a pure ida planner based on an admissible heuristic equivalent to Graphplan's h G . In sequential domains the planners have a similar performance, but on parallel domains, Graphplan is more than an order-of-magnitude faster due to the more e cient ida search a orded by the plan graph. The plan graph, however, restricts Graphplan to ida searches, and it cannot be easily adapted to best-rst searches or wida searches Kor93] unless one abandons the idea of search as solution extraction; see KN00].
Conclusions
We have presented a formulation of planning as heuristic search and have shown that simple state-space search algorithms guided by a general domain-independent heuristic produce a family of planners that are competitive with some of the best current planners. We have also explored a number of variations, such as reversing the direction of the search for accelerating node evaluation, and extracting information about propositional invariants for avoiding dead-ends. The planner that showed the most solid performance, however, was the simplest planner, hsp2, based on a best-rst forward search, in which atom costs are recomputed from scratch in every state.
Heuristic search planners are related to specialized problem solvers but di er from them in the use of a general declarative language for stating problems and a general mechanism for extracting heuristics. Planners must o er good modeling language for expressing problems in a convenient way, and general solvers for operating on those representations and producing e cient solutions.
A concrete challenge for the future is to reduce the gap in performance between heuristic search planners and specialized problem solvers in domains like the 24-puzzle KT96], Rubik's cube Kor98], and Sokoban JS99]. In addition, for planners to be more applicable to real problems, it is necessary that they handle aspects such as non-boolean variables, action durations, and parallel actions. Planners should be able to accommodate a rich class of scheduling problems, yet very few planners currently have such capabilities, and even fewer if any can compete with specialized solvers. Three issues that we believe must be addressed in order to make heuristic search planners more general and more powerful are the ones discussed below.
Heuristics: the heuristics h add and h max considered in this paper are poor estimators, and cannot compete with specialized heuristics. The heuristic h G used in Graphplan is better than h max but it is not good enough for problems like Rubik's Cube or the 24-puzzle where subgoals interact in complex ways. In HG00], a class of admissible heuristics h m are formulated in which the cost of a set of atoms C is approximated by the cost of the mostly costly subset of size m. For m = 1, h m reduces to the h max heuristic, and for m = 2, h m reduces to the Graphplan heuristic. Higher order heuristics for m > 2, may prove e ective in complex problems such as the 24-puzzle and Rubik's cube, and they may actually be competitive with the specialized heuristics used for those problems KT96, Kor98]. As mentioned in HG00], the challenge is to compute such heuristics reasonably fast, and to use them with little overhead at run time. Such higher-order heuristics are related to pattern databases CS98], but they are applicable to all planning problems and not only to permutation problems.
Branching rules: in highly parallel domains like rockets and logistics, sat approaches appear to perform best among optimal parallel planners. This may be due to the branching scheme used. In sat formulations, the space is explored by setting the value of any variable at any time point, and then considering each of the resulting state partitions separately. In Graphplan and in heuristic search approaches, the splitting is done by applying all possible actions. Yet alternative branching schemes, are common in heuristic branch-and-bound search procedures LRK85], in particular, in scheduling applications CP89]. Work on parallel planning, in particular involving actions of di erent durations, would most likely require such alternative branching schemes.
Modeling Languages: all the planners discussed in this paper are Strips planners. Yet few real problems can actually be encoded e ciently in Strips. This has motivated the development of extensions such as adl Ped89] and Functional Strips Gef99]. From the point of view of heuristic search planning, the issue becomes the derivation of good heuristics from such richer languages. The ideas considered in this paper do not carry directly to such languages but it seems that it should be possible to exploit the richer representations for extracting better heuristics.
Postscript
A few months after nishing this paper, the Second AIPS Planning Competition took place. The chair was Fahiem Bacchus, who will report the results in a forthcoming issue of the AI Magazine. This time there were two tracks, one for domain-independent planners, the other for hand-tailored systems. hsp2 participated in the rst track, along with eleven other planners, including the three other planners that participated the rst time: ipp, stan, and blackbox. In this second competition, half of the planners, i.e., six planners, extracted and used heuristic estimators to guide the search for plans. The top performing planner was ff Hof00], an heuristic-search planner based on a forward hill-climbing search. hsp2 ended second, along with three other planners. The performance of ff was quite impressive solving almost all problems, really fast, producing in most cases very good solutions. ff di ers from hsp in three ways: 1) the heuristic, which provides a better approximation of the cost of the relaxed planning problem without deletes, 2) the search algorithm, which is a hill-climbing search with a lookahead mechanism, and 3) the addition of a fast pruning criterion that allows some states to be discarded without even computing their heuristic values. These three modi cations, together, seem to combine very well, as J org Ho mann shows in a forthcoming paper.
